DATA SHEET

Starburst and Tableau
Expand and simplify data access in Tableau

Harnessing your data with Tableau
Tableau is the fastest and easiest way to visualize and share
your data across your organization. It helps users make business
decisions faster with easy-to-use dashboards and drilldowns. While Tableau does a great job of accessing multiple
data sources today (i.e. spreadsheets, databases, and cloud
services), in some cases the analyst needs easier access to
other data sources at scale. Starburst helps expand and simplify
your data access, while also improving performance, all without
disrupting the analyst’s “flow.”

Access more sources with ease in Tableau
Starburst provides an expansive list of connectors giving Tableau
users performant access to a wider variety of data sources.
With native connectors for Hive (supports S3, ADLS, GCS and
HDFS), Delta Lake and Iceberg, analysts now have fast, direct
access to their data lakes through Starburst, helping them avoid
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Stay in the “flow” with Starburst
Relying on extracts and keeping auto-updates turned off can
introduce a variety of challenges into the analysis workflow. While
extracts help minimize the time spent on pulling data into Tableau,
they are a snapshot of the data. With auto-updates turned off,
analysts are also essentially working with stale data. Both of these
scenarios may save some time upfront, but often require additional
adjustments once fresh data is pulled in. This makes it difficult for
analysts to stay in the “flow” as they iterate on the visualizations
they are building. By delivering lightning fast access to all of an
organization’s data, Starburst helps analysts stay in the “flow” by
enabling them to use live connections instead of extracts and by
leaving auto-updates turned on. Analysts will now be able to fine tune
their visualizations using live data without having to wait on data
refreshes or spend time making adjustments due to stale data.

Connect with ease
The “Starburst by Starburst Data” connector now
ships with Tableau. Provide some basic connection
info and you’re ready to start querying.
Simplify security
With native integrations for Ranger, Privacera and
Immuta, Starburst can secure access to all of your
data. No additional setup in Tableau (user functions,
user filters, etc.) required.
Federate your way
Join data across sources through a single
connection in Tableau, access federated views
created in Starburst or provide your own custom,
federated SQL queries via custom SQL.
Query with confidence
Rely on Starburst’s distributed, linearly scalable
architecture to process enterprise-scale volumes of
data quickly, no matter where the data is stored.

For more information, visit starburst.io/partners/technology-partners/tableau/
About Starburst
Starburst is on a mission to power analytics anywhere. Founded by the creators of open-source Trino, Starburst unlocks the value of data by making it fast and easy to access anywhere. Starburst is the only commercial open source company that queries data across any database, making it
instantly actionable for organizations. With Starburst, teams can lower the total cost of their infrastructure and analytics investments, prevent
vendor lock-in, and use the tools that work best for their business. Organizations like Zalando, Slack, Grubhub, Comcast, and FINRA rely on Starburst
to execute fast queries across their data lake, and even federate queries across different sources. Stop moving data, start using data. For more
information visit www.starburstdata.com
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